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SIDONIAN DEGREE STUNT TEAM 
RULES FOR COMPETITION 

Organization:  The District Competition will be arranged by the 
District Deputy for his District. The Regional and North American 
Competition Chairmen will be appointed by the Supreme Sidonian. 

Each Chairman will: 
a. Arrange for three judges and two alternates from non-

participating Forests, all of which will not be officers, (elected, 
appointed or past).  If this is not possible, judges must be 
approved by the Captain of the competing teams. Prior to the 
competition, the Chairman will select three judges, but not 
disclose them to anyone. All five will judge the competition then 
the Chairman will count only the pre-selected judges scores. 

b. Arrange for a meeting place, as convenient to all as possible. 
 

Entry Fees: 

Each Forest intending to participate will send a non-returnable entry 
fee of $10.00 to the Supreme Sidonian ten (10) days prior to the 
competition. 
Each Regional winner must send a non-returnable entry fee of $5. 00 
to the Supreme Sidonian thirty (30) days prior to the North American 
Championship date. The defending North American Champion must 
send a non-returnable entry fee of $10. 00 to the Supreme Sidonian 30 
days prior to the North American Competition date. 

Awards: 

North American Championship Competition: 

The winning team shall receive: 
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a. The traveling Championship Trophy (to be returned at the next 
North American competition) 

b. A trophy to be retained by the Forest (presented at the next North 
American competition) 

c. A jacket patch for each member of the Team (not to exceed 10, if 
possible) 

d. Cash prize as determined by the Supreme Sidonian and Deputy 
Supreme Sidonian. 

 
The second place Team at the North American Championship shall 

receive; 
a. A trophy to be retained by the Forest. 
b.  Cash prize as determined by the Supreme Sidonian and 

Deputy Supreme Sidonian. 

Regional Competition: 

The winning team, providing they compete in the North American 
Championship Competition, will receive at that Competition a 
trophy to be retained by the Forest. 

All expenditures must come from entry fees which will be handled 
by the Supreme Sidonian. 
 
Dates of Competition 
 District Competition must be held prior to May 1st  
    Regional Competition must be held prior to October 1st. 
 North American Competition must be held prior to November 
15th. 
 
Dates for the North American Competition shall be cleared 
through the Supreme Forest Office by the Supreme Sidonian to 
prevent unnecessary schedule conflicts. 
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Location of North American Competition: Should rotate on a 
Regional basis 

Candidates:  Each Team will bring the number of candidates that 
it expects to use in its stunt.  No one stunt will have more 
candidates than Teams competing in the Competition. Each Team 
will. exchange candidates, no Team will use its own candidate. If 
no candidates are available, any member of a Forest 's Team may 
serve as a candidate. Remember, no Team will use it 's own 
candidate, but each Team shall be responsible for any adverse 
action by a candidate they provide. 
 
Allotted time for Stunts:  Each Team will be allotted fifteen 
minutes to perform their stunt, measured from the start to the 
finish of the actual presentation. The time is to be kept by the 
Competition Chairman who will promptly stop the act at the end 
of fifteen minutes. Each Team exceeding fifteen minutes will be 
disqualified from the competition. 
 
No Team shall exceed thirty minutes in total set-up performance 
and clean-up. Each Team participating shall have a spokesman, 
preferably the Chief Sidonian or Team Captain, who will report to 
the Competition Chairman before the meeting opens for the purpose 
of drawing to determine in what order his Team will present their 
act, exchange candidates and for the acceptance of the judges. 

Prohibited Stunts:  Any Team presenting anything of an 
indecent, immoral or obscene nature, or on a subject likely to 
offend the sensitivities of most people, will be disqualified by the 
judges. Proven to be under the latter classification is the subject 
of child birth and that subject is declared Taboo. In addition, 
any conduct unbecoming a Master Mason will not be permitted. 
So Brothers, govern yourselves accordingly. The use of 
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fireworks or electricity, other than for sound effects, is also 
declared Taboo. In the presentation of any act or stunt in any 
competition, it is forbidden to use any solids or liquids or any 
substance of any kind that will temporarily or permanently stain 
or discolor rugs, walls, garment, or other personal property or 
realty. These restrictions are to be observed regardless of 
suggested use in the Sidonian Manual. The decision of a 
majority of the official judges shall be final. 
 
Scoring:  The maximum score attainable by any Team from one 
judge shall be 50 points. The judges will allot points up to the 
maximum indicated in each category by the following schedule: 
 

Efficiency 15 points 
Surprise, Fear or Annoyance by 
Candidate 

10 points 

Climax Attainment 15 points 
Audience Reaction 10 points 

 
Efficiency:  Means smoothness, perfection and expertness in 
operating and staging the stunt, proof of preparation and rehearsal. 
Efficiency should be downgraded if restriction is ignored, gags 
don 't go off, or where carelessness is exhibited or necessary 
precautions are not taken for the protection of the candidate or the 
audience from harm. 
 
Surprise, Fear, or Annoyance by the Candidate:  This must be 
carefully observed to determine whether or not it is genuine. It is 
not improper for a team to coach their candidate to expedite the 
performance of the stunt, and it is impossible to prevent a Team 
from telling their candidate to feign indignation or surprise. This 
task of discerning genuine surprise, fear and annoyance, is for the 
judge to decide. 
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Attainment of a Climax or High Point:  Means the build-up of 
action or humor in a rising scale of force and interest, resulting in 
almost explosive response. 
 
Audience Reaction:  Is that spontaneous reaction shown by 
laughter, enjoyment, attention and delight exhibited by the 
audience during as well as at the conclusion of a stunt. This 
scoring should not be based on the amount of applause, as there 
may be a greater number of members present from one Forest 
than the other. Remember the ultimate and overall objective of an 
act is the entertainment it produces. How the audience showed 
their pleasure throughout the entire performance should be 
evident before the final applause. 

 
Judging:  At no contest will the judges sit together, but will seat 
themselves at different vantage points around the room, and they will 
each do their own scoring and will not collaborate. After marking and 
totaling each score sheet they will turn it over to the official in charge 
who will check and total the scores. After each competing Team is 
judged, the Chairman shall pick up the score sheet from each judge. 
The grand total of points each Forest received from all three judges 
shall determine the winner of each contest. In the case of a dispute, 
objection or should any judge, Competition Chairman, District 
Deputy or Supreme Forest Officer, believe a stunt to be indecent, 
immoral, obscene, or offending, he shall collaborate with the judges 
and a decision of the majority shall be final. 
 
Defending Champion:  The defending North American Champion is 
automatically eligible for the North American competition and does 
not need to compete at the District and Regional competitions. The 
must, however, pay the $10. 00 registration fee for the North 
American Championship. Overall participation in this contest shall 
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signify acceptance of its rules and conditions. No rules of this contest 
are intended to abrogate the authority of the Supreme Tall Cedar, nor 
the Constitution and By-Laws of the Supreme Forest. 
 

Rules and Regulations Concerning Sidonian Competition: 

a. The district winner must compete in the regional competition to 
be declared the district champion. 

b. The regional winner must compete in the North American 
competition to be declared the regional champion. 

c. In case the first place winner cannot compete, the second place 
team will be asked to compete on the Regional or North 
American level. 

d. In case of ties, the most points accumulated by a Forest under 
EFFICIENCY on the score sheet will be declared the winner. 

e. A second place trophy will be awarded to the second place team 
at the North American Championship. 

f. Any Forest using a skit consisting of bowel movement, 
urination, or any other body extraction of such will be 
disqualified. 
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SIDONIAN STUNT TEAM SCORE SHEET 

DATE: ______________________________ 

 

FOREST: ______________________________ 

 

STUNT: ______________________________ 

 

 

EFFICIENCY 

 

 

15 POINTS 

 

 

SURPRISE, 
FEAR OR 

ANNOYANCE 
OF 

CANDIDATE 

 

10 POINTS 

 

 

CLIMAX 
ATTAINMENT 

 

15 POINTS 
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AUDIENCE 
REACTION 

10 POINTS 

 

  TOTAL:  _____________ 

COMMENTS: 
 


